At Feiss, we strive to ensure our products generate an emotional connection with you and your living space. Your surroundings reflect your taste and preferences, and we design Feiss products to heighten your feelings of inspiration, satisfaction and completion as you place each fixture in its perfect location.

These same motivations are what drive our design process. We travel the world to understand the unique inspiration each area brings. We are students of fashion design and what new trends may excite you. We admire the work interior designers are doing today and most importantly the significant role they play in educating towards the well designed home and lighting’s very important role in this endeavor.

And what we love to do most of all is carefully craft those inspirations into uniquely beautiful Feiss lighting fixtures, across a wide array of styles and product categories, to help you achieve your design vision.

Thank You,
Your style partners at Feiss
CASCADE CHANDELIERS, STYLE NO. F2661/8+4HTBZ, ADLER AND TWEED
audrie

pavé
CHATEAU MINI CHANDELIERS, STYLE NO. F1904/4MBZ
KITCHEN BY DIVINE KITCHENS: WWW.DIVINEKITCHENS.COM

GIANNA MINI CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2476/4GS, TRUELEAF KITCHENS - BASKING RIDGE, NJ FAST FORWARD UNLIMITED PHOTOGRAPHY
LUMIÈRE ISLAND CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2957/4DWO/ORB
ADAN CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2751/6RI/BWD, ARCHITECT: VISBEEN ARCHITECTS, INC., CHUCK HEINEY PHOTOGRAPHY

REMY ISLAND CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2468/4HTBZ/PGD
LUCIA OVAL PENDANT, STYLE NO. F2569/3BUS, DESIGN: TANYA CAMPBELL, VIRIDIS DESIGN STUDIO, INC., PHOTOGRAPHY: DENVER IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHY.

WOODSTOCK PENDANT CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2739/6TXB, © ARCHITECT: VISBEEN ARCHITECTS, INC.
prairielands

colorado springs
MARCELLA CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2603/48RB/0BZ, © 2014 MAXINE SCHNITZER PHOTOGRAPHY

LEILA CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2740/6BUS, MOVING MOUNTAINS DESIGN, EGP IMAGING
ARABESQUE PENDANTS, STYLE NO. F2537/4SLP, NICOLE ROBERTS WINMILL, NR INTERIORS

MALIA CHANDELIER, STYLE NO. F2810/8PN
pavé
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taylor

casual luxury
URBAN RENEWAL MINI PENDANTS, STYLE NO. P1236ASTB, © 2014 MAXINE SCHNITZER PHOTOGRAPHY

DUTCH PENDANTS, STYLE NO. P1297SLB, P1316SLB
harrow
payne
payne ornate
cadence
urban renewal
harrow
PAYNE VANITY FIXTURES, STYLE NO. VS48002-PN
ETHAN WALL SCONCE, STYLE NO. WB1560AF/BS, DESIGN: SPACE HARMONY INTERIORS WWW.SPACEHARMONY.CA, COLIN PERRY PHOTOGRAPHY

BOULEVARD WALL SCONCE, STYLE NO. WB1220ORB, LESLIE JENSEN, CMKBD SIGNATURE DESIGN & CABINETRY, J. HOBSON PHOTOGRAPHY
SOPHIE VANITY FIXTURES, STYLE NO. VS47003-PN

COLIN WALL SCONCE, STYLE NO. WB1479BS,
© 2014 MAXINE SCHNITZER PHOTOGRAPHY
MARKET SQUARE OUTDOOR WALL LANTERN, STYLE NO. OL2602ORB

BLUFFTON OUTDOOR WALL SCONCE, STYLE NO. OL12000ORB
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